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Prabhu") -. If you are going to

download Maatra Thendral (From
"Dharala Prabhu") (Full Song) -
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Prabhu") - from Napaka.com a

reliable website. which can give
you maatra thendral (From

"Dharala Prabhu") (Full Song) -
Maatra Thendral (From "Dharala

Prabhu") -. The film's official trailer
was released on 12 June. The film
had a lukewarm response with a

box-office collection of 17.36
crore. It was finally declared a hit.

In India the film was declared a
blockbuster as it collected 43.80
crore at the box-office. This was

the best commercial opening for a
Tamil film ever. The film was

dubbed into Hindi and Telugu as
Heyy Baby and Thandavam

respectively. The film's music
composed by Aravind Kannan who
was the composer of the hit Petta-
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keyam-keyam-keyam sang for this
film with lyrics by Yugendran and

Chandrabose. Also the songs
Maatra Thendral (From "Dharala

Prabhu") (Full Song) - Maatra
Thendral (From "Dharala Prabhu")
- and Tholai Vilayaattu (Full Song) -
Tholai Vilayaattu (Full Song) - were
smashing hits. With this the songs
played important roles in making
the film a blockbuster film. There

was high praise from people about
the performances of the

characters and cinematography
while keeping a humorous outlook.

Many were impressed with the
practical fight scenes in the film.
The basic idea of the film was to

make a film like "Mardaani" where
the lead female roles are played

by solo female actress without the
male com- peller. The male role
was played by Vijay Sethupathi,

while G. V. Prakash Kumar played
the role of the police inspector.
This was a first ever instance in

the history of Tamil cinema where
a solo female lead was played by
Prakash Raj and that was the first
time where a solo female actress
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played a lead role without a hero.
The film had many firsts in its

making that made the film
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